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Abstract
Paper survey is the most important task for building earnest theories, while 

researchers conducting academic researches. One must touches the fundamental detail 

of each theory and track down the develop-path of what achievement have been 

established by previous researches. Benefit from synergy of information age and 

document digitalized, it not only reduces the cost of finding reference documents, but 

also makes researchers suffer from information overwhelming after click single 

“search it” bottom. Stand in for traditional paper web search methods, new academic 

paper search technology borrowing from the idea of web search engine calculates the 

importance of each paper by cited number, and recommends users the most important 

papers by serial listing. However, serial listing does never spell the relationships of 

suggesting papers out, but only those results match some specific criteria. Those 

relationships of papers can be classified into 3 different types: the relations of 

keywords and references that author used and social relationship of authors like 

co-author and author co-citation which have been developed to explain the complex 

citation network structures. Those multi-dimensional relationships are extremely 

abundant and complex, so there is no better way to deal with but depending on visual 

data processing within human nature. 

In this paper, we try to propose a new platform to transform paper search in 

serial listing, into a visualized explore platform by demonstrating 3 different types of 

relationship: ontology-keywords, papers-references and personnel-references. End 

users can fallow the relationships between each difference nodes to explore 

considerable references, as well as change into different view and interact with 

existing information by using interactive mechanizes. In order to bring this idea to 

practical application usage, we build a proto-type platform to show our idea by using 
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data from ETDS (electronic theses and dissertations system) of Ministry of education. 

We hope sincerely by using this proto-type platform, users can catch the major ideas 

of specific knowledge domain and researchers can explore acceptable references and 

even conduct new search topic. 
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